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ForewordA personal message

"Roth family company – fit for the future."
With this great aspiration, we are now entering a new era for 
the company.

After 50 years of managing the company, my children have 
become equal partners and are helping me and a new 
management committee shape the destiny of our family-owned 
company in the future.

The company's principles will continue to be at the heart of 
what we do.

I am convinced the organisational changes adopted by Roth as 
a family-owned company and the changes related to company 
law will help it achieve its ambitious goals and continue to 
develop very successfully in the future.

The challenges we face are considerable, but it is a case 
of "nothing ventured, nothing gained." I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank my family and all employees and 
business partners who have helped us create today's sound 
base for a successful future. 

Yours, 

Manfred Roth
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Heinrich Roth
Company founder

(from 1947 to 1969) 

On the basis of equal rights and responsibilities, in the 
newly established Board of Shareholders, all company-
related issues are dealt with and decided upon by 
mutual agreement. 

(from left)  

Dipl.-Bw. Claus-Hinrich Roth
(since 2004) 

Dipl.-Kffr. Christin Roth-Jäger
(since 2004) 

Dipl.-Kffr. Dr. Anne-Kathrin Roth
(since 2004) 

Dipl.-Vw. Manfred Roth
(since 1961)

Management committees
Shareholders
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Management committees
Management committee

The highest management committee of the Roth group of companies is the  
Executive Board. The Chairman is Manfred Roth.

Operational Board (from right)
Matthias Donges (CEO)
Alfred Kajewski 
Jochen Drewniok
Claus-Hinrich Roth 
Christin Roth-Jäger
Dr. Anne-Kathrin Roth
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Company managementBoard members

Dipl.-Kfm. Matthias Donges  

CEO (Chief Executive Officer), Managing Director of Roth Industries  
GmbH & Co. KG, with Roth since 1985   

"By adopting a balanced approach to diversification, the Roth Group has achieved 
a significant market position in international terms. Our creativity and capacity for 
innovation has always marked us out in this regard. We are looking to stay strong 
in these areas and continue to develop the Group on a sound financial basis in 
future. In collaboration with the Roth family and my colleagues on the Executive 
Board, I would like to develop strategies and devise products and services to help 
us continue to achieve these objectives." 

Dipl.-Kfm. Jochen Drewniok 

Executive Director Sales & Material Management Building Solutions,  
Director of Roth Werke GmbH and CEO of Roth North America,  
with Roth since 2003

"As a medium-sized family-owned company, we have to successfully respond to 
customer requirements and trends more quickly, more flexibly and with more 
innovation than the competition, which often belongs to a larger group or financial 
investors."

Dipl.-Bw. Alfred Kajewski

Executive Director Administration & Industrial Solutions,  
Director of Roth Werke GmbH, Bolenz & Schäfer GmbH and  
EHA Composite Machinery GmbH, with Roth since 1979

"Success can only be achieved by outstanding and motivated employees working 
as a team. Roth is a leading light in terms of innovative training concepts. One of 
my important personal missions is to continue with our excellent training work 
and help employees develop."
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Dipl.-Kffr. Dr. Anne-Kathrin Roth 

Executive Board Secretary, Business Development,  
with Roth since 2010

"Our company has always taken its cue from customer needs and market 
requirements - this must remain the case. We need to maintain an 
environmentally friendly approach to the manufacture and design of our products, 
as well as saving resources, in order to continue in this vein."

Dipl.-Bw. Claus-Hinrich Roth 

Dipl.-Kffr. Christin Roth-Jäger

Executive Director Finance,  
with Roth since 2001  

"In accordance with our company's principles, I feel it is especially important 
we make a decent return to help safeguard our company's independence and 
accomplish the tasks we have set ourselves. Cultural and social commitments as 
part of our broader social responsibility are tremendously important to me."

Executive Director Marketing & Product Technologies,  
Building Solutions, with Roth since 2001

"What motivates us is to see our company continue as a family-owned company 
for the benefit of our employees and customers. We rely on flexible structures so 
we can respond to changes in the market both quickly and innovatively. Our ability 
to provide high-quality services and develop technologically advanced products 
helps keep us at the forefront of the relevant markets in terms of our expertise."
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Guiding philosophyCompany principles

>  Secure and expand our medium-sized family-owned 
company.

>  Diversify products, markets and technologies to create 
synergies.

>  Allow the companies and sectors to act independently 
and aim for success, also with regard to the general 
interest.

>  Orientate our business activities towards the customer.

>  Lead our markets in terms of expertise through quality 
and innovation.

>  Manufacture and design products using methods that 
protect the environment and save resources.

>  Think and act as a team.

>  Support employees and stand up for their legitimate 
interests.

>  Do business fairly and play a responsible role in 
society.

>  Make a decent return to safeguard our company's 
independence and accomplish our tasks.

Head Office of Roth Industries, Dautphetal-Buchenau
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Environmental protectionIn harmony with nature

Active protection of the environment is embedded in 
our company principles. Conserving resources in the 
development, manufacture and use of our products is 
important to us.

Responsibility for the place where we live obliges us to 
ensure that we protect the environment, over and above 
the legal requirements. Through this, we are helping to 
reduce CO2 emissions significantly.
With our own environmental declaration and the 
establishment of an environmental management system 
in compliance with EMAS (ECO-Management and Audit 
Scheme), we are committing ourselves to continuously 
improving what we do for the environment.

>  Our product concepts are designed to protect the 
environment from damage by using non-polluting 
materials, which are generally special plastics. 
Using carefully selected materials and employing 
system technology ensures the durability of our 
product ranges. They have proven their worth over 
decades of use.

>  With innovative product solutions, we create 
manufacturing processes that require less energy but 
are just as efficient, or even more so. By substituting 
traditional materials with plastic as a base material 
for our product systems, we are making a significant 
contribution towards improving the ecological balance 
sheet. 

>  Using recyclable materials in the manufacture of our 
product systems is compulsory for our development. 
Our commitment to the protection of our resources is 
proven by awards. 

>  The innovative product concepts from building and 
industrial technology contribute daily towards saving 
energy and protecting the environment. For example, 
we save a significant amount of energy with our 
accumulator systems for investment goods, but also 
with our ecological energy generation with heat pumps 
and solar systems and with our efficient radiant heating 
and cooling systems for energy use. In addition, we 
have invented Roth energy logic as a control system 
for building technology, which also saves considerable 
amounts of energy by linking our energy generation to 
energy storage and energy application. 
 
With our unique "Roth Eco-Energy Circle", we are 
making a commitment to actively protecting the 
environment.

 

Umwelterklärung     

Energie- und Umweltmanagement E
X 

gemäß Verordnung (EG) Nr. 1221/2009 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

… leben voller Energie 
from left: Roth environmental declaration, Fraunhofer Umsicht Institute awards a prize to the  
Roth ClimaComfort® Compact System for innovative environmental protection in plastics processing
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ResponsibilityInvolvement in society

In line with our company's principles, we feel obliged to 
play an active and responsible role in society.

>  Our Roth atrium, bathed in light and with its balconies 
and excellent acoustics, is very important to the 
promotion of culture in the region. It is frequently a 
venue for concerts and art exhibitions, many of which 
are charity events. 
For example, the opening concerts for the national 
"Eckelshausener Musiktage", with top-class performers 
and orchestras, regularly take place in the Roth atrium. 
 

>  Roth receives international attention for its fundraising 
campaign for the rebuilding of the Frauenkirche 
church in Dresden. Roth equipped the building with a 
complete Roth radiant heating and cooling system. 
 

>  We support social organisations and institutions. 
For example, we get involved in helping "Lebenshilfe 
Hinterland" ("Hinterland support services") through 
donations and projects. In their workshop, physically 
and mentally disabled people finish and pack our pipe 
holders for our radiant heating and cooling systems, 
among other products. Since the introduction of the 
Roth Original Tacker System, more than a billion of 
these have been made. 
Roth also gets involved in society abroad as much as 
possible. For this reason, Roth received the "Fair Play 
Company" award in a competition organised by the 
Polish ministry of economics. This honour is awarded 
to companies who pursue ethical as well as commercial 
goals.

in columns from left:
"Eckelshausener Musiktage"
Charity event with gospel choir
Art exhibition
Dresden Frauenkirche
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Responsibility

>  Roth supports regional associations.
 
>  One of Manfred Roth's personal aims is to support 

education and training in schools and businesses as 
well as business-oriented courses of study. 
As Honorary President of the IHK (Industrie und 
Handelskammer - Chamber of Commerce and Industry), 
the collaboration of businesses with schools, colleges 
and universities, and in particular with the Philipps 
University of Marburg, is very important to him.

in columns from left:
Christmas performance by the "Lebenshilfe Hinterland"
Receiving the "Fair Play Company" award from  
the Polish ministry of economics
Buchenau football team
Buchenau RSG cycling club
Philipps University of Marburg
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Company

Mission

To provide durables, investment goods and services for 
buildings and industry

>  with a view to creating innovative solutions offering 
significant customer benefits

>  in keeping with the drive to use energy, water and 
plastics resources in an efficient and environmentally 
friendly manner and continue developing the expertise 
acquired in these areas

Strategic activities

>  Sanitary, heating and climate technology
- Complete heating/cooling systems
- Domestic water pipe systems and showers

>  Storage tank technologies 
- Heating, domestic and sanitary water 
-  Liquid and gaseous*1 fuels  

>  Plastics technologies*2 
- Products 
- Machinery and processes

*1   Such as LPG, CNG and hydrogen, sometimes involving energy recovery
*2  Blow moulding, extrusion, injection moulding, plastic/fibre composites

Strategic alignment
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Strategic alignment CompanyCompany development

The development of the Roth family-owned company
From a small handicraft business to a leading international group of companies

1947 - 1960 Original product: wash stove
1961 - 1970   Heating and sanitary technology*1

1971 - 1980  Start of plastics technology*2

1981 - 1990   Launch of energy systems technology*3

1991 - 2000   Expanding diversification and internationalisation
2001 - 2010  Alignment towards energy efficiency and renewable energies
from 2011  Expansion of the Roth company based on its fields of competence 

*1 1963 steel heating oil tanks, 1967 complete shower systems
*2 1971 PE heating oil tanks
*3 1981 underfloor heating

Sales
Mio. €

200

150

100

50

0
~0,1 Mio. €
(~10 MA)

~4 Mio. €
(~77 MA)

~40 Mio. €
(~450 MA)

~95 Mio. €
(~800 MA)

~155 Mio. €
(~1.100 MA)

~215 Mio. €
(~1.040 MA)

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 20101947 Decades
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Accumulator Systems    
- Products and Technologies

> Components
> Systems

Plastics  
- Products and Technologies

> Components
> Systems

Energy Systems      

> Generation
> Storage
> Application

Sanitary Systems    

> Water treatment
> Shower cabins /  
 shower walls

CompanyCompany structure

Building Solutions Industrial Solutions

Composite      
- Plants and Technologies

> Filament winding
> Coating/converting

Composite  
- Machines and Technologies

> Brush manufacture
> Filter manufacture

Pipe Technologies    

> Pipes
> Pipe components

Divisions

Fields of 
competence

Sectors

   Energy Heating and cooling, electrical and mechanical energy
  Water  Food, energy source, medium for hygiene, resource
  Plastics Technologies, materials, products
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Company structure

North America
South America

USA (2 P/R)*3

Canada (S)
Brazil (R)
Chile (S)
Mexico (R)

Asia

China (R)
Japan (R)
India (R)
South Korea (R)
Korea (R)
Taiwan (R)
Hong Kong (R)

Other countries

Russian Federation (R)
Australia (R)
Syria (R)
Kenya (R)
Jordan (R)
Lebanon (R)
South Africa (R)

•	 24	Roth	companies	(P	=	production	facilities,	S	=	sales	offices)
•	 Representative	offices	(R)

Production facilities:
*1 D:  Roth Werke – Buchenau, Wolfgruben, Bischofswerda, Becker Plastics – Datteln,  

EHA – Niedereisenhausen, Schlesinger – Burgwald, BSD – Eckelshausen
*2 ES: Roth Global Plastic – Tudela
*3 USA: Roth Industries – Watertown, Syracuse

Central 

Germany (7 P)*1

Austria (S)
Switzerland (S)
Belgium/ 
Luxembourg (R)
Netherlands (R)

West

Spain (P)*2

France (S/R)
Portugal (S)
United Kingdom (S)
Ireland (S)

North

Denmark (S)
Norway (S)
Sweden (S/R)
Finland (S/R)

East

Poland (S/R)
Ukraine (R)
Czech Republic/Slovakia (R)
Hungary (R)
Romania (R)
Estonia (R)
Latvia (R)
Lithuania (R)
Bulgaria (R)

South

Italy (R)
Greece (R)
Slovenia (R)
Serbia (R)
Turkey (R)
Bosnia- 
Herzegovina (R)

Europe

Roth International
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InternationalBuilding Solutions

Germany:  Roth Werke, Head Office, Buchenau; Roth Werke, Bischofswerda;  
Becker Plastics, Datteln

Spain: Roth Global Plastic, Tudela
France:  Roth France, Lagny-sur-Marne
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Building Solutions

Our strengths are knowledge gained over the course 
of many years, a dynamic capacity for innovation and 
reliable services – all over the world. 
Our companies' employees form a network with the 
customer at the centre. We implement our experience 
and skills globally to offer high-quality products and a 
first-class service. To do this, we use synergies within our 
group of companies. 
We aspire to always be the best!
With a larger number of sites for production and sales, 
we look after our customers all over the world.

Denmark  Roth Nordic, Frederikssund,  
Head Office for Roth Sweden, Roth Norway  
and Roth Finland

Great Britain Roth UK, Taunton, Somerset
Poland Roth Polska, Zielona Góra
USA Roth Industries, Watertown, NY;
 Roth Global Plastics, Syracuse, NY
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Building SolutionsEnergy Systems

top row from left:
Solar Systems
Heat pump systems
Solar heat pump systems

middle row from left:
Plastic storage tanks for domestic and heating water
Tanks for heating oil, biofuels and water treatment (2 images)

bottom row from left:
Radiant heating and cooling systems (Original Tacker System) 
Pipe installation – domestic water (2 images)

In order to remain able to compete as a medium-sized 
company in a global market and to meet customer 
requirements, Roth is constantly developing new system 
solutions for new-builds and renovation with the most 
exacting quality standards.  
Roth was awarded the TOP 100 prize for innovation for 
these achievements.
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Roth Energy and Sanitary Systems

Generation
> Solar Systems
> Heat pump systems
>  Solar heat pump systems

Storage
Storage systems for 
> domestic and heating water
>  combustibles and biofuels
>  rainwater and waste water

Application
>  Radiant heating and cooling systems
>  Pipe installation systems
> Shower systems

Roth Werke, Head Office, Dautphetal-Buchenau (Germany)

Living full of energy

W A T E R

E N E R G Y

APP L IC AT IO
N

STORAG
E

G
EN

ER
AT

IO
N

Based on the motto "living full of energy", Roth combines 
product systems from renewable energy generation 
through efficient energy storage and application to a 
complete system for modern building technology.
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Building Solutions
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Sanitary Systems

from left:
Shower cabins
Shower walls
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Roth complete showers and glass 
showers

Complete showers from Roth have a long tradition. Roth 
has been producing complete showers ever since it was 
the first manufacturer to do so in 1967. It is thanks to this 
long experience that they have reached such high quality 
standards. Roth is one of Europe's leading suppliers of 
complete showers.
 
With Roth glass showers, your dream bathroom can 
become a reality. They combine functionality, top 
quality and maximum convenience with clear-cut 
lines, spaciousness and transparency. Whatever your 
architectural style and design ideas, the diversity of the 
Roth range of glass showers means there is a solution for 
every bathroom.
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Building SolutionsPipe Technologies

Materials: PE-RT, PE-X, PB, aluminium composite pipes
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Becker Plastics, Datteln (Germany)

Pipes and pipe components

Becker Plastics in Datteln is one of the largest 
manufacturers of plastic pipes for the hot and cold water 
sector in Europe. The company primarily focuses on the 
building technology sector, including gas applications. 
Becker Plastics has the necessary skills to process 
practically all polymers used in this area of application. 
Their main focus is the production of plastic/plastic and 
plastic/metal multilayer pipes.
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With high-quality investment goods and durables, the 
Roth Industries companies in the Industrial Solutions 
division occupy leading positions in their industries' 
markets. All over the world. The two machinery 
manufacturers EHA and Schlesinger mainly build 
machines for manufacturing plastic composite products, 
while Bolenz & Schäfer focuses on producing hydraulic 
aggregates for machine and system construction. Roth 
pools its knowledge of plastics in its centre for plastics 
technology expertise in Wolfgruben. Roth Industries 
exploits the synergies in its group of companies and uses 
the machines in the Building Solutions division, among 
other areas. 

Industrial SolutionsIndustrial Solutions
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Industrial Solutions

Germany EHA Composite Machinery, Steffenberg 
 Schlesinger Maschinenbau, Burgwald

Bolenz & Schäfer (BSD), Biedenkopf
Roth Kunststofftechnik, Wolfgruben 
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Industrial SolutionsComposite – Plants and Technologies

top row:
Prepreg plant (coating/converting)

bottom row from left: 
Filament winding system, automation of the component change process  
(here: GRP pressure vessels), customer-specific fibre guiding/tensioning
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EHA Composite Machinery, Steffenberg (Germany)

Machinery for manufacturing composites:
Filament Winding – Coating & Converting

The EHA product range in Steffenberg includes filament winding systems for producing 
high-quality, exceptionally stable plastic products for lightweight construction applications, 
primarily for the automotive and sports industries, air and space travel and wind power 
systems. These machines are mainly used to process resin or thermoplastic matrices with 
glass and/or carbon fibres. With coating and converting systems for manufacturing prepregs 
and finishing goods produced in webs such as paper, films, laminates and fabric, EHA also 
offers solutions tailored to the customer's requests in this additional product sector.

Industrial Solutions
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Industrial SolutionsComposite – Machines and Technologies

top row from left:
Brush manufacture
Filter manufacture

middle row:
different types of brush

bottom row:
different types of filter
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Schlesinger Maschinenbau, Burgwald (Germany)

Brush and filter manufacture

Schlesinger Maschinenbau in Burgwald is one of the 
traditional companies in the industry with its range of 
machinery for manufacturing brushes for household and 
industrial use. The company's specialised knowledge and 
many years of experience in machine engineering enabled 
it to start operating in a second sector of the machinery 
market, filter folding machines. The filters produced are 
used in the automotive industry and in the fields of air 
travel, hydraulics, ventilation and medical technology. 
Customers can expect powerful technology, first-class, 
sophisticated machinery concepts and reliable service.
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Industrial SolutionsAccumulator Systems – Products and Technologies

top row from left:
Application examples:
Rollercoaster (Ferrari Park, Abu Dhabi)
Mobile harbour crane
Dam/hydroelectric power station
Bulk material wagon

bottom row from left:
Products and Technologies:
> various individual accumulators
> part of the Ferrari Park accumulator unit
> "mobile harbour crane" accumulator unit
> accumulator unit “modular design” (hydroelectric power)
> railway hydraulics
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Components and systems

Bolenz & Schäfer in Biedenkopf is also one of the 
traditional companies in the industry. 

Robustness and durability, excellent service with 
minimum maintenance – these are the typical 
characteristics of Bolenz & Schäfer systems. Behind 
every BSD product lies technical expertise, perfect 
quality and experience gained all over the world. 

Constructive and fair relationships with business 
partners all over the world and creative collaboration 
with them on development, production and sales form a 
successful basis for the consistent further development 
of advanced hydraulic accumulator systems with the BSD 
brand.

As a specialist, Bolenz & Schäfer develops individual 
customer oriented solutions for accumulator systems and 
railway hydraulics.

Bolenz & Schäfer (BSD), Biedenkopf (Germany)
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Industrial SolutionsPlastics – Products and Technologies

top row from left:
Building technology products
Household products
Products for the automotive industry

bottom row from left:
Reinforced blow-moulded products
Containers
Liners for pressure vessels
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Roth Kunststofftechnik, Wolfgruben (Germany)

Centre for Plastics Technology Expertise

In the plastics sector, Roth supplies products for 
households and industry. Consistent customer focus, 
product knowledge and market expertise are the 
foundations for a successful company concept. 

The technical components made from injection-moulded 
plastic are used in building technology, the automotive 
industry and for household products. With specialist 
expertise in engineering and process technology, 
Roth Plastics Technology helps its customers' ideas 
take shape. As a full service supplier, the company 
offers comprehensive services from project and tool 
management to the finishing of plastic components.

It also has a range of blow-moulded and rotational 
moulded plastic components for industrial products and 
use in transport and traffic technology. 
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PrizesAwards

Presentation of the "Weltmarktführer-Schwinge"  
(International Market Leader Wing) on 24 February 2011
(from left) Professor Bernd Venohr, Manfred Roth,  
Dr. Florian Langenscheidt 

Judging by Professor Bernd Venohr /  
Dr. Florian Langenscheidt

Weltmarktführer-Schwinge
International market-leading Roth Systems and Technologies

> Energy storage systems
> Radiant heating and cooling systems
> Composite technology – filament winding

Examples
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>  homesolute-award "Special Environmental Prize 1st place  
for Roth Innovation in Design and Function" 
 
- Thermotank Quadroline

>  Plus X Award "Best Product of the Year 2012" 
 
- Thermotank Quadroline 
- Radio room control system EnergyLogic Touchline 

>  Plus X Award "High Quality and Functionality" 
 
- Roth glass shower Laguna Maxi Wave HK4

>  pro-K award "Best Product of the Year 2013" 
 
- Thermotank Quadroline

>  Innovation Award 2010 
 
- RoAn Technology

37
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AddressesContact addresses
  Building Solutions Germany

Becker Plastics GmbH
Am Bahnhof 3
D-45711 Datteln
Phone  +49 (0)2363/7330-0
Fax  +49 (0)2363/7330-14
www.becker-plastics.de
 
Roth Werke GmbH
Am Seerain 2
D-35232 Dautphetal
Phone  +49 (0)6466/922-0
Fax  +49 (0)6466/922-100
www.roth-werke.de
 
Roth Umwelttechnik
Subsidiary of Roth Werke GmbH
Drebnitzer Weg 44
D-01877 Bischofswerda
Phone  +49 (0)3594/7741-0
Fax  +49 (0)3594/7741-24
www.roth-umwelttechnik.com

   Industrial Solutions

Bolenz & Schäfer GmbH
Lahnstraße 34
D-35216 Biedenkopf
Phone  +49 (0)6461/933-0
Fax  +49 (0)6461/933-161
www.bolenz-schaefer.de
 
EHA Composite Machinery GmbH
Bauhofstraße 2
D-35239 Steffenberg
Phone  +49 (0)6464/9150-0
Fax  +49 (0)6464/9150-52
www.ehacomma.com

  Building Solutions international

Roth Denmark
Roth Nordic A/S
Centervej 5
DK-3600 Frederikssund
Phone  +45 47380121
Fax  +45 47380242
www.roth-nordic.dk
 
Roth Finland
Roth Nordic Oy
Kauppiaankatu 11
FI-10300 Karjaa
Phone  +358 19440330
Fax  +358 (0)19233193
www.roth-nordic.fi

Roth France
S.A.S. Roth France
78, rue Ampère - Z.I.
F-77465 Lagny-sur-Marne Cedex
Phone  +33 (0)1/64124444
Fax  +33 (0)1/60072039
www.roth-france.fr

Roth United Kingdom
Roth UK Ltd.
Higher Ford
Wiveliscombe
Taunton, Somerset
TA4 2RL
Phone  +44 (0)1984/623982
Fax  +44 (0)1984/623915
www.roth-uk.com

Roth Norway
Roth Nordic AS
Postboks 20
NO-1306 Bærum Postterminal
Phone  +47 67575400
Fax  +47 67575409
www.roth-nordic.no

Roth Poland
Roth Polska Sp. z. o. o.
ul. Dekoracyjna 1c
PL-65-722 Zielona Góra
Phone  +48 68/3202072
Fax  +48 68/4539102
www.roth-polska.com

Roth Sweden
Roth Nordic AB
Hanögatan 9
SE-21124 Malmö
Phone  +46 (0) 40534090
Fax  +46 (0) 40534099
www.roth-nordic.se

Roth Spain
Global Plastic, S.A.
Polígono Industrial Montes de Cierzo
CN-232, Km 86
ES-31500 Tudela (Navarra)
Phone  +34 948/844406
Fax  +34 948/844405
www.roth-spain.com
 
Roth USA
Roth Global Plastics, Inc.
One General Motors Drive
Syracuse, NY 13206
Phone  +1 315/4750100
Fax  +1 315/4750200
www.roth-usa.com
 
Roth Industries, Inc.
268 Bellew Avenue South
Watertown, New York 13601
Phone  +1 315/7551011
Fax  +1 315/7551013
www.roth-usa.com

Contact addresses for the Building Solutions 
International representative offices are available 
from the relevant German head office.

 

Roth Kunstofftechnik
Subsidiary of Roth Werke GmbH
Lahnweg
D-35232 Dautphetal-Wolfgruben
Phone  +49 (0)6461/940-0
Fax  +49 (0)6461/940-177
www.roth-kunststofftechnik.de
 
Schlesinger Maschinenbau GmbH
Forststraße 3
D-35099 Burgwald
Phone +49 (0)6451/71918-0
Fax  +49 (0)6451/71918-30
www.schlesinger.de

 

Contact addresses for Industrial Solutions international 
are available from the relevant German head office.
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ROTH INDUSTRIES GMBH & CO. KG
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